
Dear Jim, This is to amplify what I hope will be picked up in the mailbox today. At 4:30 
the state police told me that 90)ir) of the county roads are impassible. We have a good ARC 2 419 
and the wind that gave is the wind that also took away, so maybe. Rough weather! Yesterday I got from Welcher two of the things I'd asked for, his insertion of I4ixon and his tax-break 
papers from th- Arceives and t 	- age staff elm on Hunt, which "esker had- described as 
merely a biography. It has much of in erest in it, including still another series of indica-tions of what the committee elected to ignore. I am sure you will want a copy. But I am not 
sure when I'll be going to Washington again. 25 pages is much time here and quite a bit 
more in cost. ''esides, I'm sure nesar will want a copy, so I'll get it xeroxed. Unless you 
were able to read the note and say you don't want it...W4en I had merely begun to read it I 
decided to phone Sussman and suggest that for his own purposes he should have this and to say that if he does not get it I'll give him a copy. I also told him mine had passages 
masked, so his might be a different version. "e the told me that the late edition had a 
story he knew would interest me. He is right. The Hunt story of the day before is exactly 
what I blurted out so indelicately, Bullshit! They got the domestic-intelligence story, I 
suppose in astill a different and anti-Baker leak. It gives a few names, a 1700 Penna Ave 
address that I think preceeds the rebuilding of that corner, etc. Barry said he'd send me 
a copy and I'll send it to you. Interesting that radio did not give this the heavy play i4 
gave the fake, like TV not mentioning it at all on the news programs I caught. I don8t think you'll want the tax statement, but if you do, it is blue and much in small type, so I'd 
recomm,nd a printed copy, which Welcher will give. lie had reprints made...hope you have a 
good season and that the relatibely long silence means no colds or other indispositions. 
If as I hope with a little more help from the sun we can now get out, we have a funeral, 
ill's older uncle, past 85...From the past I'd predict a rough winter here, in 5-6 day 
cycles. We wont even try to get ikm to the cemetery. Imagine two blizzards in a single 
week. "ike old times, boyhood. Lest, HW 12/22/73 


